Advanced Acting Auditions for Fall 2018

Advanced Acting Auditions

Saturday March 24th @ 10am

RM 166

Prepare one contemporary monologue; no longer than one and a half minutes, that you feel best demonstrates your strengths.

If you have auditioned for Advanced Acting previously and been passed on, you do not have to audition again. If you were not passed on previously, you may audition again.

Prerequisites: Acting II, Theatre Movement, and Voice for the Actor

NOTE: You must have completed Acting II by the end of the current semester to audition. This means that you can audition if you are currently enrolled in Acting II this spring.

You can be enrolled in either Theatre Movement OR Voice for the Actor concurrently during the semester you enroll in Advanced Acting, so long as you have completed either Theatre Movement OR Voice for the Actor prior enrolling.

*Please sign up for auditions here: Advanced Acting Auditions Fall 2018